ABSTRACT This paper investigates consensus design and analysis problems of singular swarm systems with topology switching and the given energy budget. First, a new dynamic output feedback control protocol with an energy constraint is proposed, which is singular and can make the whole swarm system satisfy some separation principle. Then, the leaderless limited-budget consensus criteria are proposed, where the gain matrices of control protocols can be designed by a new two-step design approach and an explicit expression of the consensus function is given via the First Equivalent Form, which is dependent on the dynamic modes and initial states of the whole swarm system, but is not associated with the given energy budget and protocol states. Furthermore, main consensus conclusions for leaderless cases are extended to leader-following ones, where the structures of the relationship matrices are different. Finally, the leaderless and leader-following examples are provided to demonstrate main consensus conclusions, respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
In past decade years, many researchers from different fields focused on information consensus/synchronization of swarm systems with distributed control protocols due to their extensive applications, such as multiple robot cooperation [1] - [4] , formation control [5] - [7] , flocking [8] - [10] , multiple sensor synchronization [11] - [13] , et al. Both the topology structure and the agent dynamic feature are important impact factors for swarm systems to achieve consensus. Based on the topology structure, consensus is categorized into leaderless consensus and leader-following consensus, where the whole motion of the swarm system is often determined by the consensus function and the state of the leader, respectively. Especially, compared with swarm systems with timeinvariant topologies, consensus design and analysis problems for swarm systems with switching topologies are more complex and challenging. Moreover, based on the agent dynamic feature, swarm systems are categorized into normal
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ones and singular ones, where normal ones only own dynamic modes, but singular ones may contain impulsive modes, static modes and dynamic modes.
Normal swarm systems can be further categorized into three types: first-order normal ones, second-order normal ones and high-order normal ones. In [14] - [17] , consensus problems of first-order normal swarm systems were studied and some interesting and original conclusions were presented. For second-order normal swarm systems with leader-following switching topologies, Peng and Yang [18] proposed some sufficient conditions for consensus, where switching topologies were required to be balanced. For highorder normal swarm systems, the agent dynamic feature is modeled by a common differential equation of high order, but there exist many different consensus control strategies. In [19] - [21] , event-triggered consensus control strategies were applied, where consensus control is not triggered until the state error between two agents is larger than a previously given bound. In [22] - [24] , finite-time consensus criteria were shown, where consensus is achieved in some finite time and consensus control strategies are often nonlinear.
It should be pointed out that linear control strategies cannot realize finite-time consensus control.
Singular swarm systems are a more nature representation of dynamic systems, which contain normal ones as special cases. Especially, if there exist algebraic constraints among coordinated variables, then the dynamics of each agent can only be modeled as a singular system rather than a normal one as shown in [25] . In practical applications, singular swarm systems can be used in circuit networks and multiagent supporting systems as demonstrated in [25] and [26] . Moreover, for singular swarm systems, the agent dynamic feature is usually of high order. In [25] , consensus design and analysis criteria for singular swarm systems were presented in terms of the linear matrix inequality (LMI) tool, where interaction topologies among agents were supposed to be time-invariant and all state information of neighboring agents were required to design consensus control protocols. A static output feedback consensus control protocol with the time-invariant topology was proposed and some interesting consensus results were given in [26] , where a special rank constraint was introduced in their consensus criteria. Wang and Huang [27] investigated output consensus of singular swarm systems by the standard reduction method and proposed some important and applicable consensus conclusions. Especially, they determined the influences of switching interaction topologies on output consensus. In [28] , a type of dynamic output feedback consensus control protocol was proposed and consensus design and analysis conclusions of singular swarm systems were presented by using LMI techniques.
In the above consensus literatures on swarm systems, the consensus performance and/or the energy consumption were not addressed. Consensus with these two factors can be modeled as optimization problems, which can be categorized into local optimization consensus and global optimization consensus. For local optimization consensus, each agent owns a local index function, which cannot realize global optimization as shown in [29] - [31] . For global optimization consensus, there exists a global index function as discussed in [32] , where it was shown that optimal consensus cannot be obtained except the case that the interaction topology is complete. Actually, suboptimal consensus was extensively investigated. Guan et al. [33] addressed guaranteed-performance consensus for second-order normal swarm systems by the hybrid impulsive control method. Guaranteed-cost consensus design and/or analysis problems for high-order normal swarm systems were discussed in [34] - [38] , where the energy budget cannot be given previously. In [39] , normal swarm systems with the given energy budget were addressed, where consensus criteria are difficult to be checked since they contain nonlinear constraints. For high-order singular swarm systems, it should be pointed out that limited-budget consensus design and analysis problems are still open and it is still challenging to propose checkable limited-budget consensus criteria.
In this paper, high-order singular swarm systems with leaderless and leader-following topology structures are investigated, respectively, where dynamic output feedback consensus control protocols with an energy constraint are singular and contain switching movements. For leaderless limited-budget consensus, the associated criteria do not contain nonlinear constraints and wo-step design approach is proposed to design two gain matrices of consensus control protocols, which can design them independently. Furthermore, an explicit expression of the consensus function is proposed by the First Equivalent Form and it is shown that switching movements, the given energy budget and protocol states do not influence the consensus function under the condition that initial protocol states are zero. For leaderfollowing limited-budget consensus, the associated criteria are analogous to leaderless ones. However, the relationship matrices between matrix variables and the given energy budget are different, where the relationship matrix for leaderless cases is a complete graph, but the relationship matrix for leader-following cases is a star graph.
Compared with existing works on swarm systems with energy constrains, this paper owns three key features as follows. Firstly, the agent dynamic feature is singular, which may contain three modes: impulsive ones, static ones and dynamic ones, but normal swarm systems in [34] - [39] only contain dynamic ones. In this case, it is required that impulsive modes are eliminated and the states associated with static modes also achieve consensus. Secondly, the impacts of the switching topologies and the given energy budget on consensus criteria and the consensus function are determined. In [34] - [38] , the different upper bounds of the energy consumption were presented. However, the energy budget cannot be previously given. Thirdly, the two-step design approach is shown to design gain matrices of consensus control protocols with switching topologies, and the associated criteria only contain the generalized Riccati equation and LMIs, which are checkable via the Feasp Solver. However, the LMI consensus design criteria in [39] include nonlinear terms, where it is difficult to check their feasible and more conservatism may be introduced. Especially, the influence of topology switching was not considered in [39] . This paper is organized as follows. Some basic concepts and conclusions on graph theory and singular systems are presented and the problem description for limited-budget consensus is shown in Section II. In Section III, leaderless limited-budget consensus design and analysis criteria are proposed for singular swarm systems with topology switching. Main conclusions for leaderless singular swarm systems are extended to leader-following ones in Section IV. In Section V, leaderless and leader-following examples are provided to demonstrate main consensus conclusions, respectively. Finally, Section VI gives some concluding remarks.
Notations: R l and R l×l denote the real column vector space of dimension l and the l × l-dimensional real matrix space, respectively. I and 1 stand for the identity matrix and the column vector with all components 1, respectively. Q T = Q ≥ 0 and Q T = Q ≤ 0 denote that Q is positive semi-definite and negative semi-definite, respectively. The symbol ⊗ denotes VOLUME 7, 2019 the Kronecker product. The symbol * in a symmetric matrix represents symmetric terms.
II. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION A. PRELIMINARIES ON GRAPH THEORY AND SINGULAR SYSTEMS
For leaderless swarm systems with N agents, this paper models the interaction topology by the graph G = (V (G), E(G)) with the node set V (G) = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v N } and the indicated edge set E(G) = {e lk = (v l , v k )}, where the node v l represents agent l and the edge e lk stands for the interaction channel between agents l and k. The neighbor set of agent l is denoted by N l = {k :
where w kl is the interaction weight between agents l and k, which is equal to zero if agents l and k are not connected, and is large than zero otherwise. An undirected path between agents l and k is defined as a sequence of edges
where each edge is undirected. For leader-following swarm systems, the interaction topology among followers is undirected, but the one from the leader to followers is unidirectional; that is, the leader does not receive the information from followers. If there at least exists an undirected path between any two nodes in an undirected graph, then this graph is said to be connected. If the interaction topology G is connected, then zero is simple eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix L and all the other eigenvalues are positive. One can refer to the book [40] for more concepts and results about graph theory.
A singular system is often described as Eẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), where x(t) is the state, u(t) is the control input, and A ∈ R m×m , B ∈ R m×p and E ∈ R m×m with rank(E) ≤ m are the system matrices. This system can also be represented by (E, A). If rank(E) = m, then it can be converted into a normal system described by a differential equation. However, if rank(E) < m, then this systems contains the algebraic constraints and owns some specific properties than normal ones, which are summarized as follows.
Definition 1 [41] : (E, A) is regular if |δE − A| = 0 for some δ ∈ C, and is impulse-free if deg (|δE − A|) = rank(E) for ∀δ ∈ C.
Lemma 1 [41] : (E, A) is regular and impulse-free if and [41] : (E, A) is regular, impulse-free and asymptotically stable if and only if there exists a matrix P such that A T P + P T A < 0 and E T P = P T E ≥ 0.
Lemma 3 [41] :
is impulsefree and (E, A, B) is stabilizable, then the following generalized Riccati equation
has at least one solution P, which is unique in the sense of E T P.
B. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
For singular swarm systems with N homogeneous agents, the lth agent is modeled as
where
is the state, u l (t) is the control input and y l (t) is the output. It should be point out that E may be singular; that is, rank(E) < m, which is the reason why swarm system (1) is singular. In this case, swarm system (1) may include three types of modes: impulsive ones, static ones and dynamic ones, but normal systems only contain dynamic ones. Hence, for singular swarm system (1), it is required that impulsive modes are eliminated and all the states associated with dynamic modes and static modes achieve consensus by designing the proper control protocol.
It is assumed that Assumption 1:
Actually, Assumption 1 is used to guarantee that (E, A) is impulse-free by Lemma 1, and Assumption 2 is common in control systems and is applied to design gain matrices of the control protocol.
Let σ (t) : [ 0, +∞) → κ be a piecewise continuous switching signal, where κ being an index of the set containing a series of interaction topologies. It is assumed that switching movements satisfy that t i − t i−1 ≥ T d (∀i ≥ 1) with t i (i = 1, 2, . . .) and T d > 0 denoting the switching moments and the dwell time, respectively. By using the output information, a new control protocol with an energy constraint and switching topologies is proposed as follows:
is the protocol state with initial values being zero; that is, υ l (0) = 0, K u and K υ are gain matrices, N l,σ (t) represents the neighbor set of agent l at time t, and J e is the energy consumption term. Let J * e > 0 be a given energy budget; that is, the whole energy consumption is limited, then the definition of the limitedbudget consensus of singular swarm systems is presented as follows.
Definition 2: For any given J * e > 0, swarm system (1) is said to be limited-budget consensualizable by control protocol (2) if it is regular and impulse-free and there exist K u and K υ such that lim t→∞ (x l (t) − c(t)) = 0 (l = 1, 2, . . . , N ) and J e ≤ J * e for any bounded disagreement 67224 VOLUME 7, 2019
initial states x l (0) (l = 1, 2, . . . , N ), where c(t) is said to be the consensus function. This paper focuses on giving an approach to design K u and K υ of control protocol (2) such that swarm system (1) with the leaderless structure achieves limited-budget consensus. Moreover, the influences of the given energy budget and the state of control protocol (2) on the consensus function are determined in the form of an explicit expression. Furthermore, main conclusions for leaderless swarm systems are extended to leader-following ones.
Remark 1: Control protocol (2) has three critical features as follows. The first one is that control protocol (2) may be singular; that is, the matrix E is applied to construct the dynamic output feedback control protocol. Combining the singular structure feature of control protocol (2) with swarm system (1), impulsive modes of the whole swarm system can be eliminated. The second one is that the protocol state errors between each agent and its neighboring agents are applied to design control protocol (2), which makes the whole swarm system satisfy some separation principle; that is, K u and K υ can be designed independently. The third one is that the whole energy consumption of the swarm system is limited; that is, control protocol (2) has a new energy constraint term with given budgets, which is necessary in some practical applications and directly impacts the design of control gains. The other control protocols in the literature do not consider given budgets. The key challenge is how to independently design K u and K υ such that swarm system (1) achieves consensus under the condition that the whole energy budget is limited. Moreover, it should be pointed out that it is necessary that the relative motions among agents are converging, but the whole motion described by the consensus function c(t) can be unbounded, which is determined by the dynamic modes of each agent and initial states.
III. CONSENSUS CONCLUSIONS FOR LEADERLESS CASES
For high-order linear singular swarm systems with switching undirected topologies, this section presents leaderless limited-budget consensus design and analysis criteria, respectively, where K u and K υ in control protocol (2) are designed independently, and an explicit expression of the consensus function is determined, where it is revealed that the state of control protocol (2) and the given energy budget do not influence the consensus function.
First of all, we determine the disagreement and consensus dynamics of swarm system (1) by the structure decomposition. Let
T , then the dynamics of swarm system (1) with control protocol (2) can be written in the following compact form:
where L σ (t) is the Laplacian matrix of the switching interaction topology, which is piecewise continuous. For leaderless swarm systems, it is supposed that each interaction topology in the switching set is connected, so the matrix L σ (t) is symmetric and positive semi-definite. Since the row sum of the Laplacian matrix is zero; that is, L σ (t) 1 = 0, there exists a piecewise continuous and orthonormal matrix
, where σ (t) = diag λ σ (t),2 , λ σ (t),3 , . . . , λ σ (t),N > 0 and it is assumed that λ σ (t),2 ≤ λ σ (t),3 ≤ . . . ≤ λ σ (t),N without loss of generality. Let
then we can convert the dynamics of swarm system (3) into the following two independent parts:
where k = 2, 3, . . . , N . Let e k (k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }) be the column vector of dimension N with the kth element 1 and 0 elsewhere. By the property of Kronecker product, we can obtain that
Because W σ (t) ⊗ I m is nonsingular and
T , one can obtain the following lemmas by (6) and (7). Lemma 4: Swarm system (1) with control protocol (2) achieves leaderless consensus if and only if it is regular and impulse-free and lim t→∞xk (t) = 0 (k = 2, 3, . . . , N ).
Lemma 5: If swarm system (1) with control protocol (2) achieves leaderless consensus, thenx 1 
N is a candidate of the consensus function.
Let λ min = min λ k,2 , ∀k ∈ κ and λ max = max λ k,N , ∀k ∈ κ} . In the following, an approach is proposed to design K u and K υ such that swarm system (1) with control protocol (2) achieves leaderless limited-budget consensus. Theorem 1: For any given J * e > 0, swarm system (1) is leaderless limited-budget consensualizable by control protocol (2) if the following two conditions simultaneously hold: VOLUME 7, 2019 (i) For any symmetric and positive matrix Q, there exists a matrix P x such that
(ii) There exists a matrix P υ such that
In this case,
Thus, we first give sufficient conditions for lim t→∞ ῡ T k (t),
. . , N ) and guarantee the regular and impulse-free property of swarm system (3) by matrix inequality techniques. Consider the following nonsingular transformation:
.
Then, subsystems (5) can be converted into
which is equivalent to
LetPx with E TPx =P T x E ≥ 0, then one can construct the following Lyapunov function candidate:
By (8), one can obtain thaṫ
LetPῡ with E TPῡ =P T υ E ≥ 0, then consider a Lyapunov function candidate as follows
By (9) , it can be derived thaṫ
One can set that
Thus, it can be shown by (10) and (11) thaṫ
where k = 2, 3, . . . , N . It can be found that if 2, 3, . . . , N ) . Since the nonsingular transformation cannot change the regular and impulse-free properties, swarm system (3) is regular and impulse-free if and only if the pairs (E, A), (E, A + BK u ) and E, A + λ σ (t),k K υ C (k = 2, 3, . . . , N ) are regular and impulse-free. By Assumption 1, the pair (E, A) is regular and impulse-free. By Lemma 2,¯ k < 0 (k = 2, 3, . . . , N ) with E TPx = P T x E ≥ 0 and E TPῡ =P T υ E ≥ 0 can ensure that the pairs (E, A + BK u ) and E, A + λ σ (t),k K υ C (k = 2, 3, . . . , N ) are regular and impulse-free. Hence, 2, 3 , . . . , N ) can guarantee swarm system (1) with control protocol (2) achieves leaderless consensus by Lemma 4.
In the following, the limited budget is dealt with. By (2), one has
Since it is assumed that υ l (0) = 0 (l = 1, 2, . . . , N ), one can see thatῡ 1 (0) = 0. If the pair (E, A + BK u ) is regular, impulse-free and asymptotically stable, then one can obtain from (4) that lim t→∞ῡ1 (t) = 0. In this case, it can be derived by (13) that
For T ≥ 0, one has
Thus, one can find by (14) and (15) that
By (12), one has
When¯ k < 0, one can obtain that¯ 11 < 0 and¯ k 22 < 0, which can guarantee thatPῡ andPx are invertible. Let
x , then one can show that
By Assumption 2, (E, A, C) is detectable, so one can obtain that (E T , A T , C T ) is stabilizable by the dual principle in [41] . By Lemma 3, for any Q T = Q > 0, the following generalized Riccati equation
has a unique solution P x in the sense of EP x . Furthermore, it can be obtained that
LetK u = K u P υ with P υ =P −1 υ , then one can show that
From (16) to (20) , by Schur Complement Lemma in [43] ,
min ≥ 1. Thus, as T tends to infinity, it can be derived that
Due to υ l (0)=0 (l =1, 2, . . . , N ) andῡ(t)= W T σ (t) ⊗I m υ(t), one can obtain thatῡ l (0) = 0 (l = 1, 2, . . . , N ). Thus, one can find that
From (21), one has
Due to
Since it is assumed that x l (0) (l = 1, 2, . . . , N ) are disagreement, there must exist some k ∈ {2, 3, . . . , N } such that x k (0) = 0. Thus, one can derive that
Hence, there exists a scalar α such that
The matrix I N − N −1 11 T possesses sole zero eigenvalue and N − 1 eigenvalues larger than zero, so E TPx ≤ αI m can guarantee that J e ≤ J * e by (23) and (24) . Based on the above analysis, the conclusion of Theorem 1 can be obtained.
Theorem 1 shows an approach to design K u and K υ in control protocol (2) on the basis of nonsingular transformations. For the leaderless limited-budget consensus analysis problem, according to the convex property of LMIs, we can obtain the following corollary by the proof of Theorem 1, which presents a sufficient condition to check whether or not swarm system (1) with control protocol (2) can achieve leaderless limited-budget consensus for given K u and K υ .
Corollary 1: For any given J * e > 0, K u and K υ , swarm system (1) with control protocol (2) achieves leaderless limited-budget consensus if there existPx andPῡ such that
where λ k = λ min , λ max ,
Remark 2: By introducing the protocol state errors among neighboring agents in control protocol (2), subsystems VOLUME 7, 2019 (5) described the disagreement dynamics satisfy some separation principle, which makes A + BK u and A + λ σ (t),k K υ C lie on the diagonal elements of an upper triangular block matrix. In this case, if the energy limit is not considered, then the impacts of λ σ (t),k K υ C can be neglected and K u and K υ can be designed independently by the stabilizable and detectable properties; that is, it can guarantee the existence of the solutions of the conditions in Theorem 1 that the triple (E, A, C) is detectable and the triple (E, A, B) is stabilizable. However, when the limited budge is considered, υ k (t) −x k (t) influences the whole energy consumption via the term λ σ (t),k K υ C as shown in (9) and its impacts cannot be neglected. In this case, K u and K υ cannot be designed independently. Intuitively speaking, the larger J * e can ensure the condition x T (0) I N − N −1 11 T ⊗ I m x(0)E T ≤ J * e P x holds. By combining the generalized Riccati equation and LMI tools, we give a two-step design approach to determine K u and K υ in Theorem 1; that is,
υ is then determined by condition (ii) in Theorem 1 with P x obtained in condition (i). Overall, it is necessary that the triple (E, A, C) is detectable and the triple (E, A, B) is stabilizable.
Remark 3: For limited-budget consensus problems, it is critically important to construct the relationship between the given energy budget J * e and the practical energy consumption J e , which can draw the given energy budget into the associated consensus criteria. To construct this relationship, we apply two key assumptions. The first one is that initial states x l (0) (l = 1, 2, . . . , N ) are not completely identical, which is used to guarantee that x T (0) I N − N −1 11 T ⊗ I m x(0) is larger than zero. This assumption is reasonable since consensus control cannot be triggered if all agents have the same initial states. The other one is that initial states of control protocols are zero, which makes the energy consumption term J e associated with the variablePx but independent of the variablePῡ . By using this property, the relationship between the given energy budget and the practical energy consumption is established. It should be pointed out that this assumption is also reasonable and does not bring in negative impacts for practical swarm systems. Moreover, the term
of condition (i) in Theorem 1 constructs the relationship of initial conditions and the limited budget J * e by the matrix variable P x , which determines the gain matrix K υ . Now, we show an approach to determine the consensus function. Let rank(E) = r, then there exist nonsingular matricesŪ andZ satisfying that
If swarm system (1) with control protocol (2) achieves leaderless limited-budget consensus, then the pair (E, A) must be impulse-free; that is,Ā 22 is nonsingular. Thus, one can construct the following nonsingular matrices
It can be shown that
Because it is assumed that υ l (0) = 0 (l = 1, 2, . . . , N ), one hasῡ 1 (0) = 0. From (4), one hasῡ 1 (t) ≡ 0. Moreover, it can be derived that
x l (0). (27) By Lemma 5,x 1 (t)/ √ N is a valid candidate of the consensus function. From (25) to (27), we can obtain the following theorem. 
Remark 4:
Compared with consensus conclusions for normal swarm systems, Theorems 1 and 2 have the following two important features. The first one is that the variables P x and P υ in Theorem 1 are no longer required to be symmetric and positive definite, but it is needed that EP x and EP υ are symmetric and positive semi-definite, which reflects the structure characteristic of each agent in singular swarm systems. The second one is that the consensus function is determined by dynamic modes, which can be obtained by transforming the dynamics of each agent into the First Equivalent Form as shown in (26) . It should be pointed out that impulsive modes should be eliminated, or they may destroy the operation of the whole swarm system, which can be ensured by the invertible property ofĀ 22 in the Second Equivalent Form as shown in (25) . Moreover, the explicit expression of the consensus function in Theorem 2 is independent of protocol states since it is assumed that initial states of control protocol (2) are equal to zero. However, if initial protocol states are nonzero, then they may influence the consensus function and make its explicit expression more complex.
IV. CONSENSUS CONCLUSIONS FOR LEADER-FOLLOWING CASES
This section extends main consensus results for leaderless swarm systems to leader-following ones and presents sufficient conditions for leader-following limited-budget consensus design and analysis, respectively. They are similar to leaderless cases and the key difference is that relationship matrices associated with the limited budget have different structures.
Here, we focus on the case that swarm systems only possess one leader as well as N − 1 followers, where the interaction topology among followers is undirected, the leader does not receive any information from followers, and the whole interaction topology has a spanning tree from the leader to followers. Without loss of generality, agent 1 is assigned as the leader and the other N − 1 agents as followers, and the dynamics of each agent and the consensus control protocol have the same structures as (1) and (2). For the leaderfollowing limited-budget consensus, the state of the leader can be chosen as the consensus function; that is, it is required that lim t→∞ (x l (t) − x 1 (t)) = 0 (l = 2, 3, . . . , N ).
Considering the interaction topology is switching, we set that L ff σ (t) is the Laplacian matrix of the interaction topology among followers and
stands for the interaction relationship from the leader to followers, where w l1 
Because the leader does not have neighbors and its initial protocol state is equal to zero, it can be deduced that υ 1 (t) ≡ 0 and u 1 (t) ≡ 0. In this case, under control protocol (2), the disagreement dynamics of swarm system (1) with the leader-following interaction topology can be described as
Let l fl
, then the Laplacian matrix of the interaction topology with the leader-following structure is
is symmetric and diagonally dominant, its eigenvalues are larger than zero. Let 0 <λ σ (t),2 ≤λ
, then there exists a piecewise continuous and orthonormal matrixW σ (t) such that
then it can be deduced by (28) that
where k = 2, 3, . . . , N . Due tox l (t) = x l (t)−x 1 (t) (l = 2, 3, . . . , N ) , swarm system (1) with control protocol (2) achieves leader-following limited-budget consensus if and only if lim
it can be obtained that
wherePx is a matrix with a compatible dimension. Letλ min = min λ k,2 , ∀k ∈ κ andλ max = max λ k,N , ∀k ∈ κ . Furthermore, since subsystems (29) have the same structure as subsystems (5), we can obtain the following leader-following limited-budget consensus criteria by the similar analysis to Theorem 1 and Corollary 1. Theorem 3: For any given J * e > 0, swarm system (1) is leader-following limited-budget consensualizable by control protocol (2) if the following two conditions simultaneously hold:
(i) For any symmetric and positive matrix Q, there exists a matrix P x such that
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In this case, 
whereλ k =λ min ,λ max , and
Remark 5: For limited-budget consensus design and analysis criteria of leaderless and leader-following swarm systems, the relationship matrices are different, which are used to establish the relationships between matrix variables and the given energy budget. For leaderless singular swarm systems, the relationship matrix is I N − N −1 11 T , where I N denotes the identity matrix of dimension N and 1 represents the N -dimensional column vector with all components 1. Actually, I N − N −1 11 T is the Laplacian matrix associated with a complete graph; that is, there exist interactions between any two agents with weights N −1 . This demonstrates that all agents determine the whole motion of singular swarm systems for leaderless cases. For leaderfollowing singular swarm systems, the relationship matrix is
, which intrinsically is the Laplacian matrix corresponding to a star graph with the leader being the central node; that is, the leader interacts with all followers with interaction weights 1, but all followers do not interact with each other. In this case, the leader determines the motion of singular swarm systems as a whole. Hence, the different structure features of singular swarm systems with leaderless and leader-following interaction topologies are illustrated via the relationship matrices. 
V. NUMERICAL SIMULATION
In this section, two examples are provided to testify the validity of theoretical results proposed above.
Example 1: (Leaderless case) Illustrate a singular swarm system include six agents, where the dynamics of each agent is described by (1) Four different undirected interaction topologies are chosen as the switching topologies set κ, which can be seen in FIGURE 1. In order to simplify the calculation process, the adjacency matrices of each topology is assumed to be 0-1. The initial state value of each agent is set as follows:
FIGURE 3 depicts the state trajectories of the singular swarm system with the switching signal σ (t) shown in FIGURE 2. The trajectories marked by circles denote the state trajectories of the consensus function obtained by Theorem 2. FIGURE 4 shows the energy function J e (t) and the given budget J * e , and one can see that the energy function converges to a finite value with J e (t) < J * e . One can find from these figures that the singular swarm system achieves leaderless limited-budget consensus.
Example 2 (Leader-Following Case): In this case, we simulate a singular swarm system with six agents, where one is leader, the other five are followers. In addition, we apply the proposed algorithm to multi-agent supporting systems (MASSs) which was introduced in [26] and [45] . It was shown that MASSs with two pillars and the selffeedback matrix K A = [0.5, 2.5, 0, 0] have potential applications in water-floating plants and they can be modeled as
where In FIGURE 6, one can see that four different interaction topologies are chosen as the switching topologies set κ. In each topology, there is only one leader which can transfer state information to some followers, but never receive information from other agents. Moreover, each topology has a spanning tree from the leader to followers and all the associated adjacency matrices are set to be 0-1. The topology switching order is designed as In FIGURE 8 , the state trajectories of the MASS are shown, where the trajectories marked by circles denote the state trajectories of agent 1. FIGURE 9 shows the energy function J e (t) and the given budget J * e , and it can also be obtained that the energy function converges to a finite value with J e (t) < J * e . One can find from these figures that the MASS achieves leader-following limited-budget consensus. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
For singular swarm systems with switching topologies and the given energy budget, a singular dynamic output feedback control protocol was proposed, which has a special structure associated with coefficient matrices and can make the whole swarm system satisfy some separation principle; that is, gain matrices of this control protocol belong to different subsystems. By combining the generalized Riccati equation with LMI tools, leaderless limited-budget consensus criteria were proposed, which can guarantee the scalability of swarm systems since they are independent of the number of agents, and can be checked conveniently since they do not include nonlinear constraints. Furthermore, based on the First Equivalent Form, an explicit expression of the consensus function was presented. Moreover, leaderless limited-budget consensus conclusions were extended to leader-following ones, where the relationship matrices between the matrix variables and given energy budget are different, which intrinsically reflects the different structure characteristics of leaderless and leader-following interaction topologies. GUOHAO ZHANG has published over 20 US patents. He has been working in RF, microwave and millimeter wave chipset, and sub-system design and development for over 20 years. He is renowned internationally for RF front-end IC power amplifier design. He is an IEEE RFIC Technical Committee Member. He has worked in three American companies for nearly 20 years and was a recipient of many invention awards for new product development. Most recently, he has been in charge of five national or regional important projects. He is a leading talented expert in Guangdong Province; one of a hundred invited professors at the Guangdong University of Technology; and a Ph.D. student advisor.
